
 

 

 

 

 

 

Coupland’s Bakeries Frucor Suntory V Phone Grip Giveaway Terms & Conditions 

 

1. The Promoter of this competition is Coupland’s Bakeries Ltd trading as Coupland’s Bakeries. 

2. Entry into this competition is deemed as acceptance of these and any other applicable terms and conditions.  

This competition may have additional terms and conditions which wherever possible will be posted at 

www.couplands.co.nz. 

3. The Promotion commences on 1/7/2019 and runs until close of trade on 31/7/2019 or until stock is 

exhausted. 

4. To qualify for a free V Phone Grip, customers must purchase either a Classic Pie Combo or a Premium Pie 

Combo at any participating Coupland’s Bakeries store. 

5. Classic Pie Combo includes any one x Hot Classic Pie (any variety) + any one x 500ml V Drink (any variety), 

Premium Pie Combo includes any one x Hot Premium Pie (any variety) + any one x 500ml V Drink (any 

variety). 

6. Any one x purchase of a Classic or Premium Pie Combo = one free phone grip. 

7. Giveaway of free V Phone Grip is strictly one per person per transaction. 

8. When redeeming the free V Phone Grip, you must sign your receipt on acceptance of the free V Phone Grip. 

9. Free V Phone Grip must be taken at the time of qualifying purchase. 

10. This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. 

11. V Phone Grip stock is strictly limited and will be available on a ‘first in, first served’ basis while stocks last. 

Coupland’s Bakeries will not be held responsible for V Phone Grips becoming unavailable. At the time a 

store’s V Phone Grip stock is exhausted, the promotion at that store is terminated. 

12. V Phone Grip is not transferable, exchangeable or negotiable and is not redeemable for cash. 

13. Coupland’s Bakeries accepts no responsibility for any incurred costs in the collection of the free V Phone 

Grip. 

14. Neither Coupland’s Bakeries nor any other person or party associated with this promotion shall be liable for: 

a. Any loss or damage whatsoever incurred (including but not limited to indirect or consequential loss 

and including loss caused by negligence) or personal injury suffered or sustained in connection with 

either participation in this promotion or acceptance of the free V Phone Grip except for any liability 

which cannot be excluded by law. 

b. Errors or failure resulting from computer hardware, software or telecommunications; and/or 

c. Fraudulent redemption of the free V Phone Grip. 

15. In the event of a dispute concerning any aspect of the promotion including eligibility the decision of 

Coupland’s Bakeries will be final. No correspondence concerning any decision made by Coupland’s Bakeries 

will be entered into. 

16. Any questions relating to this promotion should be referred to marketing@couplands.co.nz. 

http://www.couplands.co.nz/

